An ascetic warns Vilerama against neglect of kingly duty 135
One time all his rival kings banded together and came to the city to
destroy Rajagekhara. Now at this time the king was playing at dice
with his queen. And the queen said: "My lord, why do you sit silent?
The city is invested by hostile kings., and in the morning they are like
to take the city and us too. This is the way the matter appears. So
take some active steps." To this the king replied: " Fair one, why
exert myself ? If fate is favorable, everything will be done of itself;
and if fate is unfavorable, of itself it will be lost. Haven't you learned
by experience? Fate alone is the ultimate cause of success or failure;
there is no other. And it is said:
 8.	A snake lay squeezed tight in a box; its senses were numb from
hunger, and it had lost all hope, when a mouse ate a hole thru the
box by night and fell of itself into the snake's mouth.   Refresht
by the flesh of the mouse, the snake quickly made its way out by
the same road, and was saved.   For fate alone is the final cause of
success or destruction.	And again:
 9.	That which is defenseless shall stand if fate defend it;  that
which is well defended shall be destroyed if fate smites it. A help-
less man turned loose in the forest shall live, while another after
taking the greatest precautions shall die hi his own house.
He who gave me the kingdom as I stood under the tree has shouldered
the responsibility." Then this (deity) reflected: "Behold, this king,
putting trust in me thus, has left the care of his kingdom in my hands.
Now then it will be a great wrong if I do not bestir myself for him."
With this in mind the deity assumed a terrible form and overthrew
all the hostile kings. After this "King Raja^ekhara ruled his kingdom
without annoyance.
End of emboxt story: The fatalist king
This story was told by Vikrama. And when the ascetic heard the
story he was much pleased, and gave the king a Kashmirian linga
[sign of Qiva's power, used as an object of worship and as an amulet],,
saying: " O king, this Kashmirian linga is like a wishing-stone; it
gives any good thing you make a wish for. Treat it with great respect."
The king, saying " Very well," bowed to the ascetic. And as he was
going home, on the way to the city a certain brahman came up to him,
and recited a blessing:
10.	"May the Mountain-born Mother [girija mata, Parvatl] pro-
tect you, and the Twelve-eyed one [her son, Skanda]; likewise the
Son-in-law of the Mountain [giri-jamata, her consort, Qiva], the
possessor of [twelve quarter-eyes, that is] three eyes."

